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    How it works:- 

 Guard is sleeping.  
 Unit beeps after every 30 minutes for one minute 

Guard has to acknowledge. 
 If the guard doesn't acknowledge the beep, SMS report will be sent 

up to 10 Nos.  (Programmable).
 

We help Security Guard Companies to setup 
Centers!
 
      GSGA 200 is used to provide Anti
security guard. Generally in night time security guard is 
sleeping on duty. It is very general problem faced by 
every Security Company OR End user. Our system 
Guard Sleep Alert GS
generates alert every 30min (Programmable) and if 

Guard does not acknowledge this, System generate SMS & Voice call to 
Owner/User/Supervisor's mobile
 

Applications: 
 Societies / commercial complex 
 Bungalows  
 Jewelry Shops  
 Bank branches / ATM Centers

Guard Sleep GSM Alarm Kit

           

We helps Security Guard Companies to setup Monitoring 
Centres! 
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Unit beeps after every 30 minutes for one minute (Programmable).
Guard has to acknowledge.  
If the guard doesn't acknowledge the beep, SMS report will be sent 
up to 10 Nos.  (Programmable). 

We help Security Guard Companies to setup Monitoring 
Centers! 

GSGA 200 is used to provide Anti-Sleep Alarm for 
security guard. Generally in night time security guard is 
sleeping on duty. It is very general problem faced by 
every Security Company OR End user. Our system 
Guard Sleep Alert GSM auto dialer (GSGA
generates alert every 30min (Programmable) and if 

Guard does not acknowledge this, System generate SMS & Voice call to 
Owner/User/Supervisor's mobile 

Societies / commercial complex  

branches / ATM Centers 

Guard Sleep GSM Alarm Kit- 

                     GSGA-200          

We helps Security Guard Companies to setup Monitoring 
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(Programmable). 

If the guard doesn't acknowledge the beep, SMS report will be sent 

Monitoring 

Sleep Alarm for 
security guard. Generally in night time security guard is 
sleeping on duty. It is very general problem faced by 
every Security Company OR End user. Our system 

M auto dialer (GSGA-200) 
generates alert every 30min (Programmable) and if 

Guard does not acknowledge this, System generate SMS & Voice call to 

  

We helps Security Guard Companies to setup Monitoring 


